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W r ts now 
This story is set in the United 

States in the state of Iowa 

[ a1�w�]. It happens in a town 

called Spirit Lake, which 

is north of the city of 

Des Moines [ d� mJin]. 

• Energy Past and Present. Read the paragraph. Then match

each word or phrase with the correct definition.

Fossil fuels can be used to make energy, but they're bad for the 

environment and their amounts are limited. In windy places, some 

people now use wind turbines to make cleaner energy. This energy 

can be used immediately or sent to an electricity grid and sold. Wind 

turbines are very tall and have huge wind blades that come together 

at a hub. These high structures must be set in strong foundations 

so that they don' t fall over. 
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1. fossil fuel
--

2. wind turbine
--

3. electricity grid __

4. blade
--

5.hub
--

6. foundation
--

a. a system that supplies electrical power

to a large area

b. the centre of something shaped like a wheel

c. a machine that produces power by using wind

d. a thin, wide part of a machine used to push

air or water

e. the hard, solld base that supports a structure

f. a material that releases heat when

it's burned to provide energy

The Fossil Fuels Coal and Oil 

pieces of coal 



Life in Iowa. Read the facts about Iowa. Then write the correct

form of each underlined word next to the correct definition. 

The countryside of Iowa doesn't have many hills so it's very flat. 

Farmers in Iowa grow many different crops to eat and sell. 

Iowa farmers store winter food for animals in silos. 

Some parts of Iowa have strong storms called tornadoes. 

1. a large, round building on a farm used to store food and
products: ___ _

2. land that is not in towns or cities and has farms, fields, forests,

etc.: ___ _

3. foods that are grown in large amounts: ___ _

4. an extremely strong and dangerous wind that blows in a circle

and often destroys things as it moves along: ___ _

blade 
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A
round the town of Spirit Lake in the U.S. state 

of Iowa, the weather is very windy. The land 

is very flat, and the wind blows across it a lot of 

the time. For the people who live in the area, it's 

not always easy to live with the windy weather. 

One school district, 1 however, is using the wind 

in order to get an advantage. The school officials in 

the town of Spirit Lake have built two wind turbines 

right next to their schools. These turbines are 

helping the schools to save energy- and money. 

1school district: an official area which has a certain number 

of schools 
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Predict 

Answer 'true' or 'false' using information 

you know from reading to this point. Then 

check your answers on pages 9 and 10. 

1. The money saved by the turbines can pay

for ten more teachers in the district.

2. The turbines are held in place by pieces

of steel.

3. The turbines can survive winds of almost

210 kilometres an hour.







Environmental Benefits of the Spirit Lake Wind Power Programme 

Reduces carbon dioxide by 
2,102 tons per year 

Oil Use 
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Sulphur Dioxide 

11.111111 
Reduces Sulphur dioxide by 

11.8 tons per year 

Summarise 

Coal Use 

Saves 1,107 tons 
of coal per year 

Imagine that you are a student at a Spirit Lake 

school. Write or talk about the wind power 

programme and the benefits of wind power. 
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Workers lower a tidal power turbine into the East River. 

In the past few years, however, there has 

been increased interest in another energy 

0ption on the coasts of the United States. 

People there now want to use the power 

of ocean tides, or the rise and fall of ocean 

water each day. Like wind power, tidal 

power provides a very clean energy 

supply. However, it does have one big 

advantage over wind power. Wind comes 

and goes and there is no way to control 

it. Tidal power is predictable and it occurs 

every day. People who are operating tidal 

power stations know exactly when the tide 

will come in and go out. 

In some ways, tidal turbines are very 

similar to those used to make electricity 

from wind. For example, both types 

of turbine must have a very heavy 

foundation. Wind turbines need them 

because they are very tall and might fall 

over in high winds. Tidal turbines need 

them because they are placed in narrow 

openings on the ocean floor. In these 

places, the force of the moving water 

is extremely strong. 

In other ways, the two types of turbines 

are quite different. The blades of a tidal 

turbine must be much stronger than those 

of a wind turbine. A company called 

Verdant Energy learned this lesson 

quickly. They built some model turbines 

for its project in New York City's East 

River. When they put the turbines into the 

river, the blades immediately broke off 

from the hub. The company had to design 

new, stronger blades before the project 

could continue. 
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Vocabulary List 

blade (2, 3, 10) 

carbon dioxide (18, 19) 

countryside (3, 15, 16) 

crop (3, 15) 

electricity grid (2, 12, 13) 

feet (10) 

fossil fuel (2, 18) 

foundation (2, 3, 10) 

hub (2, 3, 10) 

kicking pretty good ( 15) 

mile an hour (10, 12) 

paid off (6) 

physics (16) 

rod (10) 

school district (4, 6, 12, 16) 

silo (3, 15) 

sulphur dioxide (18, 19) 

superintendent (9) 

ton (18, 19) 

tornado (3, 10) 

wind turbine (2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16) 
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AMAZING SCIENCE 

WIND POWER 

In some places, people catch the wind's power with 

special equipment and use it to make energy. The schools 

in one area are using wind power to save energy and 

money. How is this energy made? Where is it all used? 

Welcome the sights and sounds of the world with the 

Footprint Reading Library. Accompanied by original video 

material developed by National Geographic Digital Media, 

this is the first non-fiction reading series to present fascinating 

real-world stories in three formats: print, audio, and video. 
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